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“What happened? What’s a spare?” Meredith
asked nervously.
“We just ran over something,” her mother answered. “Dad’s talking about the spare tire. Let’s get
out. You girls can stretch your legs while Miles runs
in the field. Dad and I will try to fix the tire.”
Meredith and Joy played with Miles in the open
field until the girls were out of breath and ready to sit
down. They flopped down on the grass. Panting, Miles
joined them.
Scratching Miles behind the ears, Joy exclaimed,
“Oh, Merry, what would we ever do without Miles?”
Meredith sighed, “I know. I love him so much!”
Eventually, the girls wanted to see if their parents
were ready with the spare tire. They called to Miles,
who was exploring the field, and all three of them ran
up to the car.
Near the road, Meredith held Miles’s collar protectively while Joy climbed into the car for dog food.
The cars are going so fast, Meredith thought. Miles
had been part of their lives for four years. Meredith
was not going to let Miles get run over!
Joy came back with Miles’s food and a bottle of
water. Seeing his dishes, Miles strained against his
collar but Meredith held tight. She was still worried
about Miles’s safety.
“Don’t worry, Merry, Miles won’t run into the
road,” Joy assured her sister. “Look at him! He’s
scared sick of those cars!”
It was true. Every time Miles looked at the road,
he trembled and looked away.
“Let go of Miles and let him eat in peace,” Joy instructed Meredith. “Do you think he’ll drink bottled
water?”
“Probably,” Meredith replied. She reluctantly let
go. The dog eagerly devoured the food and water Joy
placed on the grass.
Now convinced that Miles wasn’t going to dart
into traffic, Meredith told the Labrador to sit, and stay.
She joined her sister watching their parents, who had
successfully taken off the old tire and were now replacing it with the spare.
As Mrs. Stevenson handed a tool to her husband,
Miles barked from where he was sitting in front of his
dishes.
“Miles sees a rabbit!” Meredith giggled.
“It’s not funny, Merry,” Joy said, standing up. “He
might run after it. Where’s the leash, Mom?”
“What?” Mrs. Stevenson asked distractedly. She
was focused on helping her husband.
“Shall I get the leash?” Joy repeated.
“No—don’t bother,” Mrs. Stevenson answered,
without looking up. “Bring the old rascal over here;
he can sit closer to us. Do keep an eye on him,

Miles of Adirondack
Adventure
—Amy Azzara
Girls, let’s go!” Mrs. Stevenson called from the
kitchen where she was turning off lights and making
sure all the doors were locked. Mountains, here we
come! she thought.
Joy Stevenson, at age 12, barreled down the stairs
to the kitchen. Whooping with happiness, nine-yearold Meredith followed. Miles, the family’s faithful Yellow Labrador, gave chase, barking happily.
“Mommy, can we stop at McDonald’s for milkshakes?” Meredith asked sweetly.
“I’m not sure what your father would say about
that,” Mrs. Stevenson raised her eyebrows. “Maybe on
the way back.”
“I’d rather go to Subway,” Joy complained.
“McDonald’s is unhealthy.”
“You just say that because you take Home and
Careers,” Meredith contradicted. “Besides, you always
end up getting something at Mickey D’s.”
“You caught me,” Joy muttered, gritting her teeth.
“All set,” Mr. Stevenson announced coming in
from the garage. “Are the doors locked, Wendy?”
“Yes,” Mrs. Stevenson answered. “We’re ready!”
“All right then, in the car,” Mr. Stevenson told his
daughters.
Meredith and Joy exchanged an excited look and
raced to the car. Miles bounded after them. He loved
the Adirondacks, too!
• • •
re we there yet?” Meredith asked for the million-andsecond time. Bored of staring out the window or playing the Alphabet Game with Joy, Meredith fiddled
with the car door lock.
“No,” Mrs. Stevenson answered, sighing. How
many times could her daughter ask that same question? “Meredith, would you please stop fiddling with
that lock?” She continued, “We’ll be there in about an
hour. You’ll be swimming in the lake before you know
it!”
“Don’t tease me,” Joy protested. “I want to be
there now!”
The family quieted. Joy took out a book and Meredith some drawing paper. Mr. Stevenson drove in silence while Mrs. Stevenson rested her eyes. All was
well.
Suddenly, there was a loud clunk and the car immediately felt lopsided.
“Oh, no,” Mr. Stevenson sighed, pulling the car
off the road. “At least we have a spare.”
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though.”
“Sure, Mom,” Joy answered.
“C’mere, Miles!” Meredith called. “C’mere, boy!”
Miles paid no attention. Instead, he stood on all
fours and barked for all he was worth. The rabbit was
a statue in the field.
Joy whistled loudly. “Wheet! C’mere, ole boy…
c’mere, Miles!”
Miles ran over when he heard Joy’s whistle. He sat
down and wagged his tail. See? I’m a good dog!
Joy and Meredith turned back to their parents,
just as Mr. Stevenson said, “There!”
Miles, however, could not pass up a good rabbit
chase. He turned to look for the rabbit; the rabbit
darted away. Miles bolted after the small animal!
Joy turned around as Miles took off, barking. “Oh,
no!” she yelled. “Miles!”
“Miles!” Meredith wailed. “Mommy, you said he
wouldn’t run off!”
“My stars!” Mrs. Stevenson exclaimed. “I can’t
believe it!”
“Mom,” Joy said, panicked. “We have to go after
him!” Miles disappeared into the woods.
“You go with Dad,” Mrs. Stevenson instructed.
“I’ll go with Merry. We’ll split up and if we find him,
give a holler.”
With that, she and Meredith took off running. Joy
and Mr. Stevenson ran the other way.
“Miles! C’mere, boy! Come to Merry!” Meredith
yelled at the top of her lungs through her tears.
“Crying won’t help, Meredith,” Mrs. Stevenson
said wisely as she kept jogging. “Let’s focus on finding
him.”
“I am!”
“Wheet!” Joy tried whistling again, but no luck.
Miles had disappeared into the shadowy darkness of
the woods.
After an hour, the family met back by the car. It
seemed as if Miles was gone for good!
Mr. Stevenson had an idea: “We’re ten minutes
from a town. Let’s stop there and put up some signs.
Maybe one of the locals will find him. We’ll also call
our neighbors back home in case Miles shows up
there.”
“Dad!” Meredith shrieked. She had been crying
on and off for the past hour and was now “on”. “We
can’t just leave! He might come back here! We’ve got
to find him!”
“Sweetie, we can’t stay here on the side of the
road. Dogs are known to travel for miles,” Mrs. Stevenson comforted. “Miles is a smart dog. Hopefully,
he’ll find his way back to our house.” Meredith
sniffed and wiped her eyes on her sleeve.
“That’s hundreds of miles away,” Joy said huskily.
“Let’s face it. He’s gone for good.”
“He is not!” Meredith shouted. “He can’t be!” This
caused a fresh wave of tears and she started sobbing
all over again.
The family piled back into the car and Mr. Stevenson started driving. Silent again, everyone thought of
Miles and what a good dog he was. Even Mrs. Steven-

son was starting to lose hope.
Stopping in town, Joy and Meredith distributed
the crayoned posters they had created in the car. The
next hour passed uneventfully and the Stevensons
soon reached their summerhouse. It looked beautiful
and well kept, though they hadn’t visited since last
year.
That afternoon, Joy and Meredith tried swimming,
then fishing…taking a hike…going to town…
Nothing seemed enjoyable. While swimming, Joy
thought of Miles happily doggy-paddling with them.
She got out after that. Fishing, Meredith thought of
Miles’s barking when one of the girls caught a fish.
She put away her pole after that. While taking a hike,
Mr. Stevenson thought of how happy and carefree his
girls usually looked while their faithful dog pranced
along next to them. In town, the family walked past
the local pet shop and, as if one person, all four
turned and headed the opposite way.
Back at camp, Joy made more posters to put up
around their lake. Meredith summoned her courage
and called the neighbors back home. She asked everyone if they had seen Miles without breaking into tears,
but the answer was always no.
After a halfhearted week’s vacation—even though
it was their favorite spot and the weather had been
perfect—the Stevensons packed their bags and headed
home. After driving an hour, Mr. Stevenson pulled
over next to the wide-open field. No one had expected
to see him, and sure enough—no Miles. Later, Mr.
Stevenson made sure he stopped at McDonald’s to get
both girls milkshakes. Mrs. Stevenson made sure they
stopped at Subway for sandwiches. Both Meredith and
Joy were too miserable to enjoy anything.
Suddenly, Mrs. Stevenson’s cell phone rang.
Mrs. Stevenson answered. “Hello?”
Joy and Meredith held their breath and crossed
their fingers. Please let it be someone who found

Miles. Please!
“Hi, Mom,” Mrs. Stevenson said, disappointment
in her voice. “No, we haven’t found Miles yet. All
right, we’ll let you know. Yes, I’ll say hello to Todd
and the girls for you. I love you. Goodbye.”
“Darn!” Joy burst out. “Why isn’t anyone calling
about Miles?”
“I don’t know, honey,” Mrs. Stevenson answered,
looking truly sorry. “We’ll find him, I promise.”
Half an hour later, Meredith began to recognize
her surroundings. There was the big willow tree; they
were almost home.
Mrs. Stevenson’s cell phone rang again. Meredith
was too discouraged to hope the phone call was about
Miles. Joy felt a twinge of hope but let it die like a candle left out too long. Neither girl felt it possible to find
Miles anymore.
“Hello?” Mrs. Stevenson sounded tired. “Olivia!”
“Who’s Olivia?” Meredith whispered to Joy.
“Mrs. Johnson,” Joy answered, her eyes growing
wide. “Our next-door neighbor!”
“What? You have Miles?” Mrs. Stevenson exclaimed. “He’s safe? Thank you so much. We’ll be
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there in about thirty minutes!”
Mrs. Stevenson hung up. “Miles is
safe!” she announced.
Meredith started crying again, this
time with relief, and Joy couldn’t stop
grinning. Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson
laughed aloud.
It took so long for the next half hour
to pass that Joy started thinking someone meddled with the car clock. Finally,
finally, they turned into the Johnsons’
driveway. Mrs. Johnson was waving
with one hand and holding a leash attached to a certain joyous dog with the
other! Meredith and Joy were out of the
car before Mr. Stevenson had turned off
the motor.
“Miles, Miles!” Joy exclaimed, burying her face in his fur.
“Miles is alive!” Meredith shouted
happily. “Woo-hoo!”
“We can’t thank you enough,” Mr.
Stevenson told Mrs. Johnson.
“That’s what neighbors are for,”
Mrs. Johnson replied. “It seems Miles
had quite an adventure!”
Later that day, Meredith, Joy, and
Miles were lying on the rug in front of
the couch where their parents sat.
“Well, that’s that!” Meredith sighed
happily. “Miles is safe!”
“We’ve had miles of Adirondack
adventure!” Joy chimed in. “Get it?
Miles, as in driving to camp and Miles,
as in our dog!”
Meredith laughed. “That’s right!”
she agreed. “Miles of Adirondack adventure!”
“I think we’ve all learned some good
lessons,” Mrs. Stevenson said. “I’ve
learned that Miles and his leash will be
fast friends from now on!”
“I’ve learned that the Adirondacks
just aren’t the same without Miles,” Mr.
Stevenson put in.
“I’ve learned that I should always let
my sister keep a hand on our dog’s collar,” Joy said, smiling.
“And I’ve learned that I can’t trust
Miles around rabbits!” Meredith finished.
Miles woofed. Everyone laughed, a
family reunited.

Honorable Mention
For
The Women’s Club of Pittsford
Writing Contest
goes out to...
Emma Fantuzzo
Julia Merante
Marisa Modugno
CONGRATULATIONS!
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Home
My daddy-a stronge brave man,
fearless, loyal,
fiercely devoted
to his country, his homeland;
He is honest--like a mirror-he does not lie;
He tells me things,
matter-of-factly,
as he always does
He has been gone,
and I await his return;
the airport is jammed,
loved ones holding
banners and blooming bouquets,
others with stripes and stars
I just stand there,
hands folded,
peering at the clock;
one minute
two
three
Time drags its feet,
refusing to fly until-the moment,
my eyelids flutter shut,
and the doors open
The room appears vast-until a figure clothed in army green emerges;
more come,
Among them, I spot
my father.
I rush to him,
embracing the familiarity;
the smell of his aftershave,
the homey warmth of his arms,
his hair is shaggier, his stubble more noticeable,
yet he feels the same;
he is my father,
and he is home.
—Michelle Nguyen
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The Hunger Games
Unscramble each of the
clue words.
Copy the letters in the numbered cells to other cells
with the same number.

Created by Puzzlemaker at
DiscoveryEducation.com
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Girl On Fire
She runs,
braid whipping across her back,
Promised—
knowing of the gamble;
She takes the wager,
assuming the role of the lovetorn girl,
A fiery arrow, streaking
across the arena;
May the odds
be ever in your favor!
—Michelle Nguyen

H ope you’ll stay alive.
U nder the watchful eyes of the cameras.
N ever a moment’s rest.
G reen trees that offer some protection.
E ver on the watch.
R un, run, run away.
G aze upon the one who loves you.
A llies that’s might turn on you.
M abye you’re safe, maybe you’re not.
E xtreme danger
S ilence when you’re the last one left.
-Katie Kerekes

The Games
Second, Third, Fourth
All desirable but punishable by death
From others who stalk the night as you rest
With bows and knives that you may deceive
But what the new day will bring, you must wait and see
With twenty three left on the prowl
You biggest fear are those who are night owls
With Prim at home safe and sound you wonder what will happen now
With day approaching, you must move quick
Or your life may burn low like an old candle wick
May the odds be ever in your favor
But the game is a fight with its own distinct flavor
-Sydney Ball
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Neighbor

Pain.
Grief.
Hunger.
Death striving for life,
Searching for the light of day,
Escaping the claws of night,
Everyone is a predator,
Everyone is prey,
Let the games begin
—Emma Fantuzzo
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Parakeets
They are two fluffy green-and-blue clouds, soaring high in the sunny sky
They are creamy balls of cuddly fluff, ruffling up their feathers as they return to their comfy cages
They are sleek, perky, torpedoes, whizzing excitedly when I present them tasty dinner seeds
They are a surprised blur of screeching colors when accidently startled by me
They are peaceful little sleeping pillows as I flick off the light for the night
They are chirpy, fluttery balloons at 7 a.m.; awake to tweet “good morning”
They are silent, colorful shadows, staring thoughtfully as I struggle to arrive for school on time
They are musical, happy fellows as they sing along when I play the piano
They are my admirable sweet parakeets; Sky and Lucy
—Dia
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A tribute to Emily Dickinson...
Inspired by the poem, “I’m Nobody”

I’m a Cheerleader
I’m a cheerleader, who are you?
Are you a cheerleader too?
Then there’s a pair of us!
Tell everyone to come to the football games!
How boring to be lazy
To be slothful—like a slug
To drag your body everywhere—
With an exhausting tug.
—Josie LaManna

I’m Summer
I’m summer! Who are you?
Are you Summer too?
Then there’s a pair of us!
Be proud and bright and joyful! Bask in the warmth of the sun!
How depressing to be winter!
How morose- like a long GoodbyeTo leave the ones you’ve always loved
To have a sadness and a tear in your eye.

-Annie Hamer
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I’m a Rainbow
I’m a rainbow! Who are you?
Are you a rainbow too?
Then there’s a pair of us!
Be sure to thank the rain! He made us!
How evil to be a storm cloud
How gloomy- like fogTo float around with eerie silence
Ruining an early morning jog
—Allie Palka

I’m a Cat
I’m a cat! Who are you?
Are you a cat too?
Then there’s a pair of us!
Keep quiet! They’ll chase us you know.
How needy to be a dog
How nosy- like a talk show host
Barking out their words
To a crowd ready to boast
—Anonymous

I’m a Pigeon
I’m a pigeon! Who are you?
Are you a pigeon too?
Then there’s a pair of us! Don’t tell they’d scatter us!
How flamboyant to be a peacock
How bright- like the sun
To prance around your rays
And splash your colors on the horizon
—Caitrin Rennoldson
I’m a Reflection
I’m a reflection! Who are you?
Are you a reflection too?
Then there’s a pair of us!
Shh! She’d run from the mirror you know!
How gloomy to be imageless!
How vacuous- like a cloudTo dump and pour you buckets of water
Upon many a soppy crowd!
—Hannah Bockrath
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Battle-Locked Skies
Are we so vain we cannot see?
It is affecting the birds, the trees,
The wings of a bumblebee
It will bring us to our knees
Industries over sizing,
Temperature rising,
Us the world is chastising
We’re under stress
It’s all a mess
With no success
It will turn us into a puddle of goo
What is causing so much rue?
I don’t know, how about you?

Thunder repeats
itself; An echo
BOOM! BOOM!
A defiant war drum
on a blood-streaked battlefield
A raging storm
The final clashes of
his gleaming sword
resound over the land
The sun emerges victorious
From behind grey clouds
Rain surrenders;
Thunder fades away

-Jill Noonan

echoing
echoing
echoing

countertop

-Cosette Ratliff

pineapples on the counter waltz,
pepper shakes it up with salt;
in the corner, bread crumbs mellow,
and father sandwich chats with Jell-o.
from the jar, cookies beg to flee,
away from the darkness to be free;
coffee rings plead with the damp cloth,
never wiped from counter so mammoth;
my mama’s car keys jingle so loudly,
waking all from sleep so soundly;
some say my imagination’s wild,
but what can I say? I’ve the heart of a child.

Pandora’s Box

-michelle nguyen

When the silver moon arises,
The woods clutch surprises.
Awaiting night’s noon,
The wolves howl and croon,
As the birds accompany;
With a soft,
Melody

-Emma Olevnik
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Sailor’s Song
To step foot on land after a long trip at sea
The feeling is joyous, I’ve heard, to many
But land, for me, is not to my taste
I love to return to the sea in great haste

1st shot you think of him
2nd shot you start to cry
3rd shot you start to stop
4th shot He will be with you always

I do love my lady, my lady the sea
She is the dearest to me, to me
Though storms threaten to send my ship deep
Her song of comfort lulls me to sleep

5th shot He died for his country
6th shot you ask why
7th shot you’re answered by the triangle boxed flag
8th Memories start to flood back

My watch is the sun that beats down on high
The shining pendulum in the sky
Blue grey waves tick, keeping time
Each gull that calls is a chime

9th shot the rain stops
10th shot the sun shines through
11th shot you see his face
12th shot you start to realize

I do love my lady, my lady the sea
She is the dearest to me, to me
Though storms threaten to send my ship deep
Her song of comfort lulls me to sleep

13th shot it was his choice
14th shot He is in your heart
15th shot it’s like he never left
16th shot then you get up
17th shot smile at the light

I have no sweetheart waiting on land
No girl ready for my hand
For I am a sailor and you have to agree
I am married to the sea

18th then you start to laugh
19th shot you turn around
20th shot another door opens
21st this is America

I do love my lady, my lady the sea
She is the dearest to me, to me
Though storms threaten to send my ship deep
Her song of comfort lulls me to sleep

-Lizzy Swartz

Dedicated to all who have fought in the war!
-Katie Kerekes
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Superstitious
I believe in the supernatural. I believe in
witches and banshees, demons and werewolves,
vampires and faeries and warlocks. I also have
proof that these beings of fantasy exist, though I
tell no one. Telling would mean being thought of
as insane and mad, which I most definitely cannot
risk.
Tracking these creatures is my passion,
my life. I’ve been scoping out their dens, caves,
and hideaways by night for nearly a decade now,
and not once have I regretted it, or been too terrified to continue as one would think. To experience
the burning desire to abandon reality, to embrace
what was never meant to have been embraced is
the best feeling imaginable. Holding tight to this
dense passion is what keeps the blood rushing
through my veins. I’ve become addicted to the
hunt.
Recently, my nightly efforts have ended in
astonishing success. Only last week did I discover
a coven of vampires, though I was quick to retreat
after some note taking, and the week before I
chanced upon a banshee wandering along a river,
tugging on her ghostly white hair, and screaming
at a shrill, unwavering pitch. Last’s night venture,
however, was by far the most horrifically marvelous.
I was taking my usual route south towards
one side of the forest that surrounded my isolated
town hoping to spot a pixie or two, when I heard a
howl, perhaps a mile west. I looked up at the intimidating, black, and cloudless sky. A full moon
shone like an angel in the darkness. I abandoned
my current path and headed west instead, notebook clenched in hand. I walked a brisk yet quiet
pace for what seemed like hours, though I knew it
couldn’t have been that long, as I could still just
make out the roofs of my sleeping town.
Another howl had sounded then, not at all
far from where I stood. The noise led me up a ridiculously steep incline. I was soon on my hands
and knees in mud and bracken, but managed to
stay silent for the most part. I suppose years of
practice enables you that ability.
The incline finally flattened onto a rocky
cliff overlooking the northern side of the forest,

which is a great distance away. The far end of the
cliff was a wall of craggy and chipped silver-grey
rock. In the center of the wall was a cleft at least
twenty feet high. More howls echoed from inside
the opening.
I crept slowly nearer to the mouth of the
cave, and as I grew closer I realized that the
howls sounded oddly like laughter. When I
crossed the threshold, I noticed the broken remains of small animals, mostly bats and rodents.
Fifteen feet in, there were more bones, larger
bones. Forty yards in and I faced a wall. With my
back against the ledge, I peered around the corner, and what I saw made bile rise in my throat.
A large circular den opened out in the middle of the cave. Bones were everywhere, some
unmistakably animal, but others unmistakably human. It smelled like mold, rot, and wet animal. The
clan of fifty or so werewolves in the center of the
ring explained the small.
They looked like wolves, but then again
they didn’t. Their snouts were longer than the
usual wolf, as were their teeth. Their eyes were all
yellow except for the small slant of a pupil in the
center. Their claws were daggers at the end of
their paws. The most appalling feature was that
some stood on their hind legs and seemed to be
able to walk as humans would. They all had the
same grisly tone of voice when they spoke.
“Finally we will have our chance at being
victorious,” one said. “The other wolf clans will
bow down to ours if they aren’t extinguished like a
candle flame first.”
This was greeted with satisfied grunts and
growls.
“Only three nights,” rasped another, “until
they crash and burn along with their sacred forest!”
This sent a thrill of fear through my body. If
the wolves were planning to attack the forest, the
townspeople could be in peril as well.
“Let us prepare for battle, fellow wolves.
We will soon reign!”
The werewolves let out a thunderous howl
in unison that made the hairs stand up on the
back of my neck. That was when I had turned and
ran.
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This morning I started to plan out a course
of action to cease the werewolves’ attempts of
wreaking havoc near the town limits. By noon it
was finished. My overall goal was to scout out
their lair and find a way to cave in the entrance
when they weren’t there. The night after that I
would take action, hopefully trapping the werewolves in their den and saving the town from possible destruction. I would leave at dusk.

Fresh animal remnants litter the cave floor,
but when I peer around the corner, no werewolves
are gathered and plotting attacks. Without hesitation I start around the corner, skirting the bones.
There aren’t any obvious flaws on the walls or
ceiling, except a ledge on one side of the circular
wall and a small hole cut at the very top of the
roof. Moonlight filters through the hold, relieving
the cave of utter darkness. I am about to try to
scale up the side of the cave to the ledge, when I
hear the crunching of bones and a low snarl. I
When the sun finally begins to sink slowly smell a rancid, rotting odor and feel a sharp pain
being the horizon, I head out holding my notebook at the back of my neck.
and pen in a death grip. I hope to get a chance to
Blackness fills my vision.
map out the den if the wolves aren’t home.
***
Rain slowly begins to fall as I trek towards
My hair is still glued to my scalp from the
the incline, steadily increasing to violent bullets of downpour and my clothes are slick with mud,
water that plaster my hair to my forehead and
which is discouraging. I had hoped to come back
neck. The incline is especially hard to climb now, as a faerie or a witch in the afterlife. I do supposed
and I slide down numerous times before eventuone thing has come out of this though. Now I
ally gaining some footing on the brambles and
know that ghosts are real.
rocks. I creep on towards the den’s entrance, pen
at the ready. I sketch the cave opening before ac—Hannah O’Connor
tually entering the werewolves’ lair.
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Snowflakes
What are the things that fall from the sky?
That seem like they will soon die,
That will soon decrease into a puddle on your cool skin,
That feels ohh soo wet on the tip of your tongue
That covers everything like a crisp soft blanket of finest snow,
That let animals leave tracks from their scampering and scurrying
What dots children’s clothing after being outside in the nice refreshing snow
With its slender from over the hills and pastures of beautiful untouched snow
That will soon perish to potent, to be forgotten like that
-Anonymous
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A Rose Without Thorns
Gracefully across polished marble twirls she
Skirt of silk rustles softly, so close to me
Satin slippers fly through every step of her dance
Sweet summer strawberries her cloud of fragrance
Sun falls in glimmering rays across her golden locks
She seems so free—a tether less hunting hawk
Lovely long lashes brush her porcelain skin
Her enchanting dance has no match or twin
Eyes like the sea on a warm summer day
Her happiness glowing with sun’s very own rays
Swaying to and fro with grace
The flow of the music she does embrace
Stretched out wings her arms are poised
Oblivious to several daunted boys
A rose without thorns she seems to be
A lone star shining over endless sea
The sparkling dewdrops on blades of grass
A handsome prince’s bonny lass
A warming glow from the chandelier
Spills light upon Milady’s ear
Faceted diamonds settled there
To her, I longed to mutter “cher”
A songbird in the light of dawn
The graceful glide of an evening swan
An exploding sunset on a vacant beach
The tangy sweet juice of the perfect peach
Full red lips on pale white skin
Goddesses must be her kin
A lovely lady; a beautiful lure
A love forbidden; a soul so pure
-Cosette Ratliff
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Feline
Eyes—
I see eyes.
Hungry, watchful eyes;
Keen, awaiting the pounce,
Rustling of leaves above and
grass,
but feline makes not a sound.
Ingenious.
What they never saw coming
came.
—Michelle Nguyen

River of Life

War Cry

As water flows, it starts as life
Small it starts, a simple stream.
It flows peacefully, as a child
down in the park…
As water flows, it grows too,
into a small river, its brick rough
Of waves, it’s rocky, swaying side to side
almost like a pinball, splash! It carries on dirt,
but no matter what’s in the river of life, it just keeps going.
The river of life carries on.
As water flows, it turns Grand.
A mighty river, full of pride; as large as life
It carries anything in its way,
People to new lands, and powering energy
It is relied for its greatness
But good or bad times, it carries on.
swish
As water flows, it comes quieter
Into a delta…, then the ocean.
Its journey is over, from stream to sea
only the winds move me
It has reached its homeland again.
Then its soul is carried up, to the clouds
As it comes back to earth as nothing but a raindrop.
—Vivian Yu
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Staring fear in the eye,
Tremble with excitement
Ready for the fight
Bloodshed, battle cries
Look your enemy in the eye
—Meaghan Adler

Five Boys
Five boys, who Stole My Heart;
Their heart and mind filled with One Thing:
Singers, each and one of them.
Different, but complementing;
they share a connection—
a bond.
Moments like this?
Priceless.
I’d stay Up All Night for you;
My Christmas list contains five items:
I Want them.
Stripes.
Carrots.
Curly locks.
Spoons.
Varsity jackets.
Potatoes.
Pigeons.
Dear, One Direction—
That’s What Makes You Beautiful.
—Anonymous
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how incredibly tired and hot I was feeling,

Elevator

and I made a quick decision to take the elevator. When I first entered the ancient elevator, there were only two other people inside,
which means I did not worry about getting
stuck. However, within ten seconds, this elevator was jam-packed with other campers.

My Dad always told me, “You have a

Suddenly, without any warning, a shrill buzzing

better chance of a sumo wrestler falling

sound starting going off, which meant the ele-

through the ceiling at this moment than get-

vator door was open for far too long. As the

ting stuck in an elevator.” When I was eleven

elevator door began to close, I blurted out

years old, I went to a Nike overnight tennis

loud from my cramped space, “I hope we

camp at the College of Charleston. Of all the

don’t get stuck.” An older boy (who hap-

weeks I had to pick for going away to sum-

pened to be dressed up as a girl) said, “Don’t

mer camp in South Carolina, I wound up

worry about it. We won’t.”

choosing one that had intensely hot tempera-

Two minutes had gone by, and the ele-

tures. In fact, it was so hot that week that the

vator doors were not opening. In a panicked

National Weather Service issued a “heat” ad-

voice, I exclaimed, “I think we’re stuck!” My

visory since Charleston’s temperatures were

shaky words were followed by a chorus of

spiking to over 100°. It did not help that the

high-pitched, frantic screams. Briefly, I looked

unairconditioned dorms we were staying in

around to see who was trapped with me in-

were quite old, and so I never trusted using

side this rundown elevator. In total (not in-

the elevators. One evening, however, I de-

cluding myself), I counted: seven girls, one

cided to go into the rickety, old elevator. Lit-

boy, and two boys dressed up as girls. In real-

tle did I know that my life would never be the

ity, there was a good reason for why these

same when I got off.

boys were masquerading as girls. You see,

Let me begin by describing the setting. It

our camp was divided into teams, and all

was Tuesday evening, and I had just finished

week long, each of the teams was compet-

my third day of training at tennis camp. After

ing for points in various activities. For the sake

eating dinner in the campus cafeteria, my

of earning bonus points, these two older boys

friends and I had gone out in search of ice-

borrowed some girls’ clothing to wear that

cold, refreshing “Smoothies” in downtown

night. Now, as our elevator stood motionless

Charleston. When we got back to the lobby

with its doors tightly closed, one of these boys

of our dilapidated dorm, all of us were in a

(wearing a brightly flowered mini-skirt, color-

rush to say “good night” and to quickly es-

coordinated tank top, heels, and make-up)

cape to our own dorm room after having

volunteered to call 911 if he could borrow

spent the entire day and evening together.

someone else’s cell phone. Hesitantly, I gave

As I thought about having to climb the stairs

him mine.

up to my room on the third floor, I realized
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The reception in the elevator was terri-

wanted to go home. It kept getting hotter

ble, and this boy mispronounced the name of

and stuffier so another girl suggested that we

the dorm we were in. To make matters worse,

all try very hard to calm down so that we

the 911 operator seemed very confused

would not feel so hot and bothered. The boy

about our location. As we stood tightly

in the mini skirt called his parents, and I could

crammed together in this hot, smelly elevator,

hear him say, “ Mom, I’m stuck in an elevator.

we started to wonder if my cell phone had

If I should die, will you bury me in the back-

connected us to the 911 operator in the (585)

yard?” Everyone – including me – started

area code rather than the local one in

laughing hysterically. This lightened the mood

Charleston. At this point, all that came to

dramatically. As I began to think more

mind was for all of us to begin shouting as

clearly, I decided to text my parents to let

loud as we could. Then, someone had the

them know that I was stuck in an elevator.

great idea to use my cell phone to call the

Imagine how surprised I was by my mother’s

head camp counselor since he was staying

simple, response back of “OK.”

overnight in the same dorm. Luckily, Coach

Everything was okay until the firemen

Phil answered his cell phone right away and

came and tried to get us out. I am not sure

told us to calm down since he was on his way.

what they were actually doing, but whatever

A few minutes later, we could hear him holler-

it was – it made a startling noise and shook

ing on the other side of the closed elevator

the whole elevator. Even now, though time

door instructing us that he was calling 911

has passed, I can still remember how terrified I

right away. To settle our nerves, Coach Phil

was feeling. In the middle of all this chaos, I

said that he would stay on the cell phone with

said out loud to the others, “Ten years from

us until help arrived. The boy in the colorful

now, we will be laughing about this.” Almost

sundress had the brilliant idea to put my cell

in perfect unison, everyone else said, “I doubt

phone on speaker phone so that we all could

it.”

hear our coach’s steady, reassuring voice.

Around ten minutes later, the elevator

Meanwhile, inside the cramped, station-

doors opened. As the rush of fresh air

ary elevator, everyone was going insane –

greeted us, everyone – including me – began

including me. My anxiety level and my heart

to scream with joy. A few girls even hugged

rate were skyrocketing with each passing sec-

the firemen. I have never been so happy in

ond. I was jammed in the very back rear cor-

my life!

ner with a seventeen-year old boy on one

Instead of laughing about it ten years

side of me and a boy wearing a sundress on

later, we starting laughing about it ten min-

the other side. The boy-girl accidently poured

utes later. Looking back on it, it seemed like

a large amount of his sticky strawberry-

the best 45 minutes of my life even though I

banana “Smoothie” on me, and he did not

was miserable. My Dad might have been

even bother to say “Sorry.” Quite honestly,

wrong about me never getting stuck in an

though, I did not really care at this point. All l I

elevator; but, he was right when he said I

really wanted was to get out of this elevator.

would always have a good story to tell.

One of the girls (who happened to be my
age) was crying her eyes out and saying she

—Tami Comins
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Nightmare
The horrible chill down my spine.
My life will never be in line.
I am running to a dead end,
There is no hand to lend.
I hear breathing in my ear.
There is defiantly no cheer.
I hear screaming it’s my own scream.
This will never be and American dream.
I am scrambling with fright.
Not knowing where to go in the dark cloudy
night.
Then a scream…
In your own dream…
—Kathryn Burke
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Amazingly a cloud of smoke fills the air,
Blasting off, the rocket shoots for space.
Dizzyingly we float as the gravity begins to fade,
Shooting stars fly past.
Gracefully we orbit the moon,
Dodging meteorites.
Swiftly we shoot pasty Saturn,
Seeing its rings turn.
Endlessly the universe goes on.
Finally we go back to Earth.
—Clarice Affronti
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Never Forget Me
You will never forget me.
But you can never see.
I hide with you and I will always be with
you.
You can never say “Phew”.
Why can’t I leave?
Because you don’t believe.
Why don’t I listen?
Maybe cause you don’t want to glisten.
I hunt you down.
And you will always have a frown.
You can do nothing.
Nothing I say Nothing.
Why don’t I be nice?
Because no one gives you advice.
You will never forget me.
Unless you see.
That you have to believe.
Cause I will never leave.
Unless you believe…
-Kathryn Burke

Patched

Future

Pools for eyes, sorrowed are they,
Broken, battered, forever frayed,
humiliated, taunted,
His pride evermore haunted,
His heart damaged and holed;

You don’t have to know what the future holds,
All you need to know is to be prepared for it by:
doing your best

He cries to lonesome wall—
not a soul hears at all,
Left abandoned and alone,
stomach began to groan,
His spirit forever dead and gone;

being your best
and bringing out the best in others
-Mariah Bender

Do you feel sorry for this boy?
Sympathy? Like an old toy;
unwanted,
patched,
at heart.
—Michelle Nguyen
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My Day
Sleepy… drowsy… tired…
That’s how my morning is…
Hyper! Energetic! Spontaneous!
That’s how my afternoon is!
Tired… once… again…
That’s how my evening is…
This is how my day goes.
Do you think it’s good?
Do you think I should,
Start it over once again?

Anne Frank
She stands there,
I have never known her,
Yet it seems as I know her
From another life perhaps?

—Sonia Nemani

A lone figure in a cramped room,
She is starved,
long bony poles are her arms,
face gaunt,
but a promising smile ever-present

Checkered notebook in hand,
Her eyes bright with laughter;
She lights up the room,
Her young, fragile beauty
sweeping those around her into a daze of happiness

Outside, the war rages on;
Nazis swarming the town,
their Gestapo boots clicking,
sirens wailing,
A moment of complete and utter chaos—
Pandemonium itself—

Road to Greatness
The road to greatness
Endless path of searching feet,
Covered in tedious potholes,
Rain slicking your tires,
Sun rays burning pretty eyes,
Asphalt blistering tired toes,
Each rock a forgotten dream,
Every crack a mistake,
Yellow paint arrows,
Discovering the road is your destination

She remains hopeful—she is hope personified,
Her aura bright and loving,
Her spirit a beacon of light in the mist,
Her heart a hearth on a wintry night,
And her name lives on.
—Michelle Nguyen

—Meaghan Adler
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to the feeding platform trying to go quickly and

Monkey Island

then, BAM! I was suddenly engulfed with monkeys.
Of course that didn’t happen, but it could have. The

—Bay Burnham

look on this one monkey’s face is still in my head.
He was the head leader and looking mad. Mad that I
was holding his precious food, someone he didn’t

The sun is beating down on my light pink

even know.

skin. The shaded jungle is whispering with snakes

Well I very, very quickly placed the banana

and unknown creatures. We carry buckets of fruit,
some containing squirming bugs with odd dots and

tray on to the wooden platform, and got out of there

colors. Monkeys are swinging from branches then

as fast as I could. The buckets were put some on

holding onto our legs, for a break from the heat. We

the ground, and some on the platform. When I

are in the Amazon Jungle.

looked back there were about fifty monkeys on the
table, and another twenty coming from the jungle.

My family and I have traveled to the Amazon
to volunteer at an island run by one man and his

This looked pretty cool, cool enough for me to stop

family. This one man, Gilberto, which is for some

for a second and look.
I looked back to when I was in the rickety

reason pronounced Hilberto, runs an island of endangered monkeys. He saves them from the de-

kitchen, and remembered, how after all of the years

struction of the dying jungle, or receives motherless,

they were living on the island, they today, finally got

baby monkeys from tribes. In this place a man who

running water. I thought of the extra people who

has practically nothing, really creates something.

help out with the island. They feed, nurse, and protect the monkeys, always. I looked at the green jun-

I stepped out of the jungle and all I could
see were monkeys, some a dirty orange, and others

gle. When I was in the jungle earlier that day, I

a sharp black or musty brown. I was amazed. I

learned that Gilberto planted all of the twenty acres

quickly stepped around them while holding the

with fruit trees. He spent nine years saving up for

bucket high, because if I didn’t I was sure to be car-

the island, and four years planting, before bringing

rying an overweight monkey. I did not need to add

in monkeys. At last I looked at Gilberto. I saw a

to all of the pounds of fruit. We finally got back in

man who thought things needed to be changed, and

the rickety kitchen, and I hauled my bucket onto the

changed them. He practically didn’t have anything at

table. Gilberto showed my brother and I how to pre-

the time, but believed in something so much, he did

pare proper monkey food. After preparing, we

what he thought was right. And because of that,

lugged the plates of bananas and buckets of star

Gilberto formed a kind of place not likely to be found

fruit and mangoes to this kind of feeding platform. I

often. I realize now, how much someone can do just

was carrying a banana plate, and to be truthful, I

on their beliefs and actions.

was a bit nervous. I could just picture walking over
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The baby monkey meal was not an easy for-

ing that but, it was about one-hundred degrees, I

mula to make. There had to be special milk (I think

was wearing long pants, bug spray coated my skin,

it was goat), sweet potatoes, and other ingredients.

and we raked, and raked for hours. For a few more

I have yet to know what it contained. I mixed the

hours we also dumped and raked gooey peels of

ingredients in a large bowl with a short silver spoon,

food, and dead leaves. The upside to that were the

and I occasionally would get splashed by the slimy

small amounts of warmish shade, and a smile to

food. When the mushy mixture was ready, looking

your face when the monkeys hung onto our rakes

fabulously gross, we began to feed it to the new or-

and brooms.

phan monkey who had been holding on to Gilberto

After the hard hours everyone was allowed a

for days.

break and I think we were all relieved. I went up to

I reluctantly grabbed him because I knew

the house and got my camera. I sat down on a dirt

there was a high scream coming my way. I squinted

covered step and tried to enjoy the view. I hadn’t

my eyes, and his claws hooked into my shirt. I

really realized how little I did compared to what the

placed the tube of the mixture into his pink mouth

people on the island do every day. It seemed like I

and slowly let it drip. The look on his face was pure

was really doing a lot at the moments I was work-

pleasure as he sucked the mixture down. We also

ing. But then you add all of the extra jobs they do

delivered the same formula and a plate of bananas

that we didn’t, and do it every day.

already pealed, to the other baby monkeys in a very

I found myself looking into the eyes of an

big cage. I know, a cage seems like a bad thing, and

orange baby monkey, who was happily sprawled out

very sad, but I thought it was pretty smart. See, the

on my lap. And I thought. I thought about how if

babies would get let out a lot actually, but they also

Gilberto hadn’t decided to begin the island, then that

had to be in there, because of the older monkeys.

one monkey wouldn’t be here today. I thought of all

As an example: during feeding time if the baby mon-

of the monkeys who chose to be on the island, there

keys were out and tried to get the food, they proba-

were hundreds of them, they could go any time they

bly would not. They would either be chased off by

liked, but didn’t. I realized the orange monkey was

far bigger monkeys or get their own special food

looking back at me, and then it occurred to me how

taken away. And in the unlikely event that they

much work Gilberto had to do to get this island. He

would get food in that situation, or say the other

had to make sure the government didn’t come in

monkeys just did not like them, they could get beat

and take it, change it, or ruin the monkey’s homes.

up, and it never ends well for the babies.

He had worked so hard to create such a beautiful

After feeding we had to do the raking. We

and happy place.

were for some reason raking grass. When I found
that out I was a little confused, but I still did it. The
raking was hard work. I know I may sound lazy say-
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Swaying in the Breeze

Skate

The air is sweet
with the scent of cherries.
The bark is a rough cat’s tongue.
The green leaves and cherry blossoms
sway in the breeze.
Sometimes
I feel I am one of those leaves.
Just
swaying in the breeze.

The crisp feel,
edge cut into ice,
the sharp reflection
Reverberations up the spine,
In the atmosphere,
held breaths;
pick meets ice
the fling as I defy gravity,
the clean finish,
and exit.

-Marisa Modugno

—Michelle Nguyen
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leaves in front of it.

Life

And just like that you run after it.
Forgetting the pain,

Life is like running.

The hurt,

In the beginning of the run,

The hills behind you or what’s ahead.

Everything is easy.

You just let yourself run.

Each breath is invigorating.

Run and never thinking of stopping.

You have energy.

You feel the power as your feet touch the ground.

You have joy.

Feel the muscles in your legs propel you forward.

You are determined to get to the end of the trail.

Jumping over rocks and trickling streams.

But, as the run continues,

Over branches and roots of towering trees.

Breathing gets harder.

Soon breathing doesn’t seem so hard.

Your nose and throat burn from the swift intake of air. Everything starts to feel natural.
Your legs begin to hurt.

And you find yourself getting lost in the blissful run

Each hill you climb, you ask yourself,

that is life.

“Will this ever end?”
Everything gets harder.

-Alexandra Sengupta

The end of the trail seems miles and miles away.
Every step seems impossible to make.
You start to slow down.
Then you notice you are now running through a forest.
You look up and see lush, green trees.
Sun peeking through the canopy of leaves and casting tiny spotlights in the soil.
You hear birds chirping.
Squirrels scurrying up tees and making the leaves rustle in protest.
You look to your right and see a single doe.
The doe stares back with a twinkle in its eye as if to
say.

“Catch me if you can!”
In a blink of an eye the doe darts into the tangle of
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Dawn
The soft light of the beginning,
The glow cast over the horizon,
Dawn.
silently,
She murmurs,
A new day,
Words uttered unspoken,
but obvious and proud,
She stretches across the sky,
wakes the birds from slumber,
water droplets on green,
painted on blades of grass;
She arrives,
Her entrance grand, bold;
And marks the new day
—Michelle Nguyen

Life
Life is a blooming flower,
Growing in the dawn,
Flourishing at early streaks,
ABC’s and 123’s are an each leaf,
Milestones marked by thorn by thorn,
Each petal a glorious memory of childhood,
High school is your time of fleeting turmoil,
Like bees flying in and out of your precious moments,
Papers and grades come and go as fading winds,
Life lives on even when winter comes,
Leaving its mark behind.
—Meaghan Adler
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Dancing with Flowers
A meadow
So peaceful and gentle
Filled with pearly white flowers
That dance in the wind.
I love to go down to the meadow
And dance with those beautiful flowers
Like goddesses or ballerinas
In milky white dresses
Putting on a show.
In between the gusts
I sit quietly and wait.
At the end of the day,
I trudge back up the hill,
Hoping that tomorrow
I can dance with the flowers again.
—Clarice Affronti

You’re looking at me, but you’re not seeing me,
You’re hearing me, but you’re not listening to me,
I’m the one you never notice,
I’m the one you tend to forget,
I’m the girl in the back of the class,
The one you think you’ve never met,
The one you talk to on occasions when your buddies aren’t around,
The one who seems social on the outside but who is really burning with passion inside,
You’re holding me, but you don’t mean it,
You’re hugging me with no desire,
While tears are streaming down my face, no one turns her head,
When I’m laughing no one seems to care what’s so funny,
I’m the one you never seem to notice,
I’m the one you tend to forget,
I’m the girl in the back of the class,
The one you think you’ve never met,
And the one you never will.
-Anonymous
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Friends Around the World
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Friend

Ystäväni (Finnish)

Kaibigan (Filipino)

Acquaintance

Zanmi (Haitian Creole)

Ami (French)

Chum

Aboki (Hausa)

Freund (German)

Buddy

Teman (Indonesian)

Megobari (Georgian)

Partner

Conoscenza (Italian)

Barát (Hungarian)

Playmate

Draugs (Latvian)

Dost (Indian)

Ally

Draugui (Lithuanian)

Amico (Italian)

Comrade

Rakan (Malay)

Cara (Irish)

Crony

Venn (Norwegian)

Tomodachi (Japanese)

Familiar

Kolega (Polish)

Jingu (Korean)

Mate

Prieten (Romanian)

Amicus (Latin)

Pal

Prijatelj (Serbian/Slovenian/Croatian) Carrey (Manx)

Companion

Kompis (Swedish)

Freond (Old English)

Copain (French)

Ahbap (Turkish)

Dust (Persian)

Vinur (Icelandic)

Ffrind (Welsh)

Prijátel (Russian)

Ban (Vietnamese)

Mik (Albanian)

Mitra (Sanskrit)

Ven (Danish)

Vriend (Afrikaans/Dutch)

Amigo (Spanish)

Bekende (Dutch)

Péngyou (Chinese)

Rafiki (Swahili)

sõber (Estonian)

Ven (Danish)

Arkadas (Turkish)
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